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About This Game

Tales of Wedding Rings VR is a unique and brand new manga experience for VR, brought to you by Square Enix.

Enter into the iconic monochrome world of Japanese manga and experience Tales of Wedding Rings, a story about an average
high school student name Satou, who receives an unexpected email from Hime, the mysterious girl living next door, that leads to

the adventure of a lifetime.

・Fully realized 3D world where environments and characters from the original manga are faithfully reproduced to achieve an
unparalleled degree of immersion.

・LiveWindow view, a unique technology that renders 3D content in separate frames that allow multiple viewing angles, and also
dynamically animate to achieve a unique narrative style like never before.

・3D sound and fully voiced by an ensemble cast.
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Title: Tales of Wedding Rings VR
Genre: Casual
Developer:
Square Enix
Publisher:
Square Enix
Release Date: 24 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10

Processor: i7-4770 or better

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 1060 or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Japanese
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tales of the wedding rings vr. tales of wedding rings vr steam. tales of the wedding rings vr download. tales of wedding rings vr
review. tales of wedding rings vr download. tales of wedding rings vr gameplay. tales of wedding rings vr

Best game ever made 999/10!. The game is what you see as of the store page.

Why should you buy:
+ Highly saturated colours/ vibrance
+ Everything is beautiful including the colours, it's like a sketch with colours in a high graphics way
+ Minimal specs requirements and only 800mb-ish space
+ I don't know if anyone else feels the same, this game indirectly tells us not to give up despite you might not passing the
mission at first try, even under different and tough situations, you need to retry and win it
+ Overall: still cute, few buttons needed only, you can play using console too, I'd say 10/10 given that it's free, until now I've
passed like four or five missions, suitable for casual gamers and young kids.

Saw the reviews the story is short but I guess if it was to have a price tag, I guess under 3 bucks is considerable, note that there is
a deluxe edition DLC too, do hope that more people can play this game and support the creator.. terrible game
- bad grapics
- AI-Partner gets stuck all the time
- basics dont even work well or/and missing (jumping?)

...and these were just the good points of the game
__________________________________________

all in all: the actual price of 5,99 € is a big joke.

I got this game for free and still feel like I paid to much.... when you think of shmups. You Think of Ghost Blade. It's a fun Port
of the Dreamcast Indie.. Press c and take a screenshot.
Better then CoD AW (Advanced Warfare, but more like awwwww)

10/10. A simple but engaging game will take on what you thrive, this is a game which will eat up time and produce
entertainment.. Fox Company Ranger
so badass~~!!! wicked. Liked it just as much now as I did ten years ago.. Hedon is a game that truly deserves more praise and
recognition! On the surface the gameplay is a perfect throwback do doom and other shooter classics, but there is so much more
inspired worldbuilding and level design that sets it apart in it's own right. The combat is gory and fast-paced and the weapons are
satisfying and interesting. I haven't played a whole lot yet, but just from the small amount I have played I know this is a great
game. My only problem with the game so far is that it can be difficult to find key items, however the addition of a detailed map
is helpful in that regard.
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meh thought this game would have been better. but it only hooked me about 30 mins.. imagine a good game but better. Two
ways this game can get better:
1. Story mode
2. More characters

The music's awesome, art is gorgeous, and I would really appreciate back story on the bosses, as well as the player characters!
(A reaper and a high school girl with a sword? wth)

I really want to know story on all the bosses, especially the last one. She has such a sad song

Edit: for grammar and spelling. Initial review was written after playing the game for hours. Has potential. Fast, precise
platformer.
Controls feel great, very responsive.
Great, short menus\/downtime.

Graphics are pixeled, no native resolution available.
Sound\/music is low-bit (old school) but fitting.. Fantastic. What fun.
Skateboard ramp made my legs buckle and fall on the floor.
Haven't had such a laugh in a while.

This is a must have for the price just to simply get the experience.
. Good old classic awesome Batman.. Silly fun!
My favorite so far is playing as Dirty Potter (Dirty Harry/Harry Potter).
Oh and you get to roast an aging Marilyn Monroe, among other celebs!

The voice acting is top notch, but the insults are tame.
Developers, please make a no-holds-barred one next.. Princess Evangile is a romance Visual Novel game and it has a wonderful,
dramatic story and funny moments. Let’s talk about this game and review it to know if this game is really worth your money.

Story:
Masaya Okonogi is a young man who has financial troubles because of his father’s actions, forcing him to take different jobs.
However, his father left him behind, and also gave Masaya his debt to the loan sharks, forcing Masaya to run away from their
house. In the streets, however, he saved a girl named Rise Rousenin twice that night. Because of that fateful night, Masaya was
enrolled at the school Rise is attending; Vincennes Academy, an all-girls school. He was chosen by Rise as a male sample to help
her promote gender integration.

Gameplay:
Princess Evangile is a visual novel game, so it consists of clicking with the mouse to scroll the text. You will play as Masaya
Okonogi, the main character of this game and your main objective is to promote gender integration. Although the way you can
do this is by selecting certain choices. In some part of the game, some choices will pop-up and will let you decide which path
you’d like to take.
This game, however, has bland and few choices that the player can choose to affect the game. Bland because the choices are
very simple that it literally says which choice determines the route’s heroine. After choosing the path you wanted, well, there are
no other options. Enjoy reading through the chapters! Hey, at least the story’s interesting.

Graphic:
The game has a nice HUD interface, with a theme that suites the Filles De La Vincennes ("Maidens of Vincennes") elegance
and innocence. The shortcuts are nicely arranged above the textbox, and the settings menu has a nice design to it, making it look
like a monarch’s settings for his throne’s adjustable backrest.
The art style for the characters is like the style from anime and their facial expressions are well drawn and very excellent.
Character models were not only fixated into one pose, but they also made two for most of the cast.
The background used in the game is very excellent. The artwork is really great, as if you’re looking into a painting in an art
gallery. The backgrounds are also drawn in day and night form, as well as certain events such as school festival and Christmas.
The CGs used in this game are very amazing! There are well drawn CGs that shows the tear jerking scene, wacky and funny
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scenes, and many more. The way the art is drawn is really awesome, as it shows what is going on in that event and how
cute/beautiful the characters are.

Music:
The music of the game fits the theme and atmosphere of the game. The character’s theme song greatly describes their
personalities and characteristics, like Ayaka’s jolly and carefree attitude and Ritsuko’s refined and stoic personality. The music
greatly expresses the atmosphere of the situation occurring, like a dumbfounded moment, confessing their true feelings, etc.
Most of the music has elegance in it, which completely suits the setting of the story. Classical music composed by Mozart, Bach
and Strauss were remixed for this game, and I actually find it relaxing. But the most exciting music in this game is “Insanity”.
This will play most of the time whenever Konomi appears. You’ll find it entertaining.

Presentation:
The game has four routes, with one of the four main heroines becoming the love interest of Masaya. The player can choose what
route to take depending on which choices have been selected. The heroines are Rise Rousenin, the girl with a strong will who
wanted the school to reform; Ritsuko Kitamikado, the refined girl who always stick to rules and opposes the gender integration;
Ayaka Kitamikado, who is known as the “other Kitamikado” due to her making pranks on others and is always laid back; and
Chiho Sagisawa, the sporty childhood friend that is also a tsundere.
The characters introduced are like living in a separate dimension: a school disconnected from the common world and is very
innocent of what’s the norm to the public. They are so distant that majority of the students has no contact with the male gender
except with their fathers. This setting sets the characters’ mind set and personality for the rest of the game to give the player the
following thoughts: “How will I be able to turn this academy into an all-gender school?” Well, maybe that curiosity will be
enough for the player to keep on playing.

Overall:
Princess Evangile is a great visual novel, with comedic scenes, dramatic and tear jerking scenes, and romantic stories. Sure, the
player’s choices are very minimal compared to other visual novel, but it focused itself in the story. It’s like playing a kinetic
novel but you have an option to choose which heroine you’d like to end up with. Also, there are only four heroines available,
which is kind of disappointing since there are some interesting female characters such as Ruriko and Konomi. Despite that,
Princess Evangile delivers a great moe story and interesting characters. I can recommend this game to gamers who wanted to
relax and play something refreshing with a good story.
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